CHARADE PARADE

ACTIVITY: CHARADE PARADE!

LEARNING BENEFIT:
PRETENDING OPENS
KIDS’ MINDS!

You and your little bunny can use possibility thinking to pretend
to be different things with a fun game of “Charade Parade”!
1.

The Little Bunny pretends to be
a fish, a flower, and a sailboat.
And just like the Little Bunny,
preschoolers love to pretend -using a stick as a wand, a towel as
a cape, or a banana as a phone!
This kind of imaginative play is
called possibility thinking, and it’s
not only fun (and adorable), it’s
also good for your preschooler! By
using their imagination to pretend,
preschoolers develop their ability
to experiment, take risks, and learn
how to creatively solve problems!

Choose a category: animals, sports, foods, musical
instruments, jobs, movie characters, or emotions.

2. You go first so you can show your child how to play: Think of
something or someone from your category.
3. Use movements and noises to act out who or what you are.
Get on your hands on knees and roar to be a lion, or play
an imaginary guitar to be a rock star! You can even use
objects from around the house as props.
4. Have your child guess who or what you are. Remind them of
the category, and give them hints if they need them!
5. Switch! It’s your child’s turn. Tell them to think of something or
someone from the category you choose and act it out. Then,
guess who or what they are!
6. Switch again! Play a few rounds in the same category, and
then pick a new category for some more fun
possibility thinking!
7. When you’re all done playing, have a CHARADE PARADE!
March around pretending to be something or someone that
you just pretended to be!
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